Abstract
Initial information about recurrence tools in tribology
The wear prognosis of two cooperating surfaces during the operation time of various technical devices has very important meaning in contemporary technological processes [1, 2, 6, 7] . Estimation, anticipation and calculation of the wear value of cooperating surfaces after many month or exploitation years of the machine or device denotes the very important parameter of material quality.
In this paper is considered the determination of wear value {f n } for successive years n=1,2,3,... We assume that wear f n+k of cooperating surfaces in n+k time unity i.e. month or year for k=0,1,2,… is the function G of wear values f n+k 1 , f n+k 2 , …, f n+2 , f n+1 , f n in foregoing years n+k 1, n+k 2, …, n+2, n+1, n. To solve this problem we must know the wear values f n in n=1,2,…,k successive time units i.e. f 1 , f 2 , …, f k . Our unknown particular solution is the sequence of wear values {f n } i.e. for example the values of a decrease in pm of HDD micro-bearing journal diameter in successive n=1,2,3,... years [4] .
Mentioned problem can be written in the following n order non linear, non-homogeneous recurrence equation with variable free term: General form of recurrence equation can be expressed in following form [3, 5] :
(1) , , ,..., , ,
where G is the complex function of operands f n , f n+1 , f n+2 , …, f n+k 1 . Symbol f n is the unknown wear function. Natural number k determines the order of the recurrence equation for n=1,2,… . If G is the non linear function at least of the one of operands: f n , …, f n+k 1 , then recurrence equation (1) is non linear. If G is linear respect to the all operands: f n , …, f n+k 1 , then recurrence equation (1) is linear. For example linear, k-order recurrence equation with coefficients a k has the following homogeneous and non-homogeneous (with free term b n ) form [3, 5] :
If all coefficients are constants i.e. are independent of n, then formula (2) describes the recurrence equation with constant coefficients. If whichever one of coefficients a k depends of n, then formulae (2), (3a) denote recurrence equations with variable coefficients. If free term b n equals zero, then formula (2) describes the homogeneous recurrence equations. If free term b n is different of zero, then formula (3a) describes the non-homogeneous recurrence equations. Experimental coefficients:
0 , depend on the surfaces material, dynamic conditions of the movable cooperating surfaces, frequencies of existing surface vibrations, environmental conditions. This section describes the methods of the determination of the general and particular solutions in the infinite sequence form for linear k-order recurrent equations with constant coefficients.
Recurrence equations (2), (3a) will be solved, if we found the following dependence [3, 5] :
where experimental values: It is easy to see, that formula (4) i.e. solution of recurrence equation (3a) or (3b) enables to calculate the values of the wear function f n for arbitrary n without of the necessity of determining of remaining succeeding wear values f j for j=1,2,3,...,n 1. Linear, homogeneous, k-order recurrence equations (3a) for b n =0 has k-linear -independent particular solutions of wear creating the following fundamental system [7] : . , ,..., , ,
Linear homogeneous, recurrence equations has as many particular solutions, as order of the equations. Upper index in brackets presented in functions (5) indicates the number of succeeding particular solutions. Casorati determinant created for particular solutions (5) can be presented in following form [3] :
General wear solution of the linear, homogeneous recurrence equations (2) for b n =0 is the linear combination of k-linear independent particular solutions k n f of recurrent equation. Hence, the general solution of wear of mentioned recurrent equation has the following form:
where n=1,2,3,… . General solution (7) contains k arbitrary constants: C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , …, C k 1 , C k . General solution of the homogeneous recurrence equations has as many constants as the order of equations. To determine the mentioned constants we need k boundary conditions. For example, such boundary conditions are as follows:
for n=1, we have condition f 1 =s 1 , …………………………………
for n=k, we have condition f 1 =s k .
Symbols s k in practical applications denote concrete wear value of looked particular solution of homogeneous recurrence equations in time unit n=k.
Imposing condition (8) on general solution (7), we obtain the following system of k-linear non-homogeneous algebraic equations [7] 
The system of equations (9) determines the following unknown constants: C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , …, C k 1 , C k . It is easy to see that the Casorati determinant is the determinant of the algebraic system (6). Because such determinant is different of zero for linear independent particular solutions, hence the system of algebraic equations (9) determines non-zero constant values as solutions. Solution of recurrence equations is based on the particular and general wear solution (7) determination as linear combination of particular wear solutions. And next if we known boundary conditions i.e. if we have experimental obtained wear values s k , then we look to obtain concrete particular solutions. Such solution we obtain putting constants C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , …, C k 1 , C k determined from the algebraic system (9) into general solution (7) .
In many tribological wear, problems [5] In the next sections of this paper, we are going to the presentation of the methods of solutions of linear homogeneous and non-homogeneous recurrence equations with constant coefficients. Moreover, will be imposed boundary conditions on the various general wear solutions, hence will be determined the various particular wear values. Properly in the case of the space of continuous functions, the abovementioned equations have the same meaning as differential equations. The mathematical tools of solutions of recurrence equations are formulated and demonstrated using Lemmas and Theorem.
To the best of the author's knowledge, new achievements that relate to the unified discrete forms of solutions, are convenient forms for numerical calculations and the separation of the linear independent solutions.
Wear function described by linear k-order homogeneous recurrent equation with constant coefficients
Now examples are presented of general and particular solutions for various types of linear, homogeneous recurrent equations and for real and complex roots of characteristic equations.
Theorem
If the linear, homogeneous, k-order recurrence equations with constant coefficients ak, ak 1, ..., a1, a0 has the following form [3, 7] : , 0 ...
where fn denotes the unknown wear function, then the general solution of this equation is as follows:
, (13)
Commentator for Theorem
Successive roots of the characteristic equations (12) with multiplication factor indicated by the arrows are as follows [3] 
Wear process example
Determine the wear formula of the micro-bearing journal if wear process is described by the recurrence equation:
In first succeeding three years of exploitation the values of a decrease in nm of HDD microbearing journal diameter equal to following wear values as boundary conditions: Inserting such values into general solution (18), we obtain the concrete particular solution of recurrence equation (15) 
in succeeding years n=1,2,3,… . For example in tenth years of exploitation, the wear attains value:
Now we assume the particular case, where characteristic equations of k-degree (12) for k-order recurrence equations (11a) have R=r/2 pairs mutually conjugated complex roots with multiplication factor denoted by the symbols in succession 1, 2, ..., R. The mentioned pairs we arrange in the following form [3, 7] 
Wear function described by linear k-order non-homogeneous recurrent equation

Conclusion
The linear, non-homogeneous, k-order recurrence equation with constant coefficients a k and variable exponential free term [3, 5] 
Conclusions
A) The presented example describes non-continuous relations hence it determines the mathematical and numerical solutions in discrete spaces. Recurrent equations for the discrete function correspond to differential equations for the continuous function. B) The application of the presented theory in mentioned examples contains the numerical solutions referring the wear values of HDD bearing system in the considered period of the operating time. C) Unified algorithm presented constitutes a useful tool for the solution of recurrence equations applied for the wear prognosis of HDD micro-bearings [5, 7] .
